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Differences in the role of black race and
stroke risk factors for first vs recurrent
stroke

ABSTRACT

Objectives: To assess whether black race and other cerebrovascular risk factors have a differen-

tial effect on first vs recurrent stroke events.

Methods: Estimate the differences in the magnitude of the association of demographic

(age, back race, sex) or stroke risk factors (hypertension, diabetes, cigarette smoking,

atrial fibrillation, left ventricular hypertrophy, or heart disease) for first vs recurrent stroke

from a longitudinal cohort study of 29,682 black or white participants aged 45 years and

older.

Results: Over an average 6.8 years follow-up, 301 of 2,993 participants with a previous

stroke at baseline had a recurrent stroke, while 818 of 26,689 participants who were

stroke-free at baseline had a first stroke. Among those stroke-free at baseline, there was

an age-by-race interaction (p 5 0.0002), with a first stroke risk 2.70 (95% confidence inter-

val: 1.86–3.91) times greater for black than white participants at age 45, but no racial dis-

parity at age 85 (hazard ratio 5 0.91; 95% confidence interval: 0.70–1.18). In contrast,

there was no evidence of a higher risk of recurrent stroke at any age for black participants

(p . 0.05). The association of traditional stroke risk factors was generally similar for first and

recurrent stroke.

Conclusion: The association of age and black race differs substantially on first vs recurrent stroke

risk, with risk factors playing a similar role. Neurology® 2016;86:637–642

GLOSSARY

CI 5 confidence interval; HR 5 hazard ratio; REGARDS 5 Reasons for Geographic and Racial Differences in Stroke.

Risk factors for first stroke have been well studied,1 providing a framework for primary stroke

prevention. Multivariable risk functions developed in the Framingham2 and Cardiovascular

Health Study3 cohorts have identified age, sex, hypertension, diabetes, cigarette smoking, left

ventricular hypertrophy, atrial fibrillation, and heart disease as predictors of incident stroke in

a stroke-free population. A limitation of those studies was their inability to address the role of

race (black race specifically) as a risk factor for stroke; however, there are substantial differ-

ences in stroke incidence between black and white persons, with incident stroke in black

persons approximately 3 times higher between the ages of 45 and 65 years, but with dispar-

ities attenuating by age 85.4–8

While substantial data document the risk factors for first stroke, there are fewer data establish-

ing the risk factors for recurrent stroke (that is, risk factors for a subsequent stroke in a popu-

lation with a previous stroke). The 2011 American Heart/American Stroke Association

Guidelines for Stroke Prevention in Patients with Stroke or Transient Ischemic Attack noted

“few trials directly address the role of BP treatment in secondary prevention,” and “the data

supporting diabetes for recurrent stroke are more sparse.”9 Data on the role of black race as a risk

factor for recurrent stroke are rare.
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The goal of this report was to assess a

potential differential effect of risk factors

for first vs recurrent stroke in the Reasons

for Geographic and Racial Differences in

Stroke (REGARDS) cohort.

METHODS REGARDS is a population-based study of 30,239

white and black participants aged 45 years or older at baseline

recruited from the 48 contiguous US states between 2003 and

2007. The study sampled the general population, including

both those stroke-free and those with prevalent stroke or TIA

at baseline. Potential participants were randomly selected from

a commercially available list (Genesys) and contacted by a

combination of mail and telephone. Those willing to

participate completed a telephone interview to assess

cardiovascular risk factors and other measures. This was

followed by an in-home assessment conducted approximately 2

to 3 weeks later, where blood and urine specimens were

collected, an ECG performed, and anthropometric measures

taken. The cooperation rate among eligible participants

contacted was 49%. Further details of the study design are

provided elsewhere.10

The focus of this report is the difference in risk factors

between first and recurrent stroke. REGARDS is a study of

non-Hispanic black and white participants. Ethnicity was estab-

lished by self-report to the question, “Are you Hispanic or

Latino?” with those indicating Hispanic ethnicity excluded. Race

was also defined by self-report in response to the question, “What

is your race? Would you say White, Black or African American,

Asian, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, American

Indian, Alaska Native or some other race?” with only white and

black respondents included. History of stroke or TIA was deter-

mined at baseline on the basis of the following questions: (1)

“Were you ever told by a physician that you had a stroke?” and

(2) “Were you ever told by a physician that you had a mini-stroke

or TIA, also known as a transient ischemic attack?” The effects of

risk factors for first stroke during follow-up were estimated among

those who were stroke/TIA-free at baseline, while the risk factors

for recurrent stroke during follow-up were estimated among those

who reported having a stroke or TIA before baseline. Participants

were followed up by telephone at 6-month intervals. While med-

ical records for strokes occurring during the follow-up were

retrieved and physician-reviewed,5 challenges of retrieving medi-

cal records describing events that occurred before participants

were in the study required the prevalent strokes at baseline to

be defined by participant self-report of a physician diagnosis.

Hypertension was defined as systolic blood pressure at the

time of the initial in-home visit $140 mm Hg, diastolic blood

pressure $90 mm Hg, or use of antihypertensive medications.

Blood pressure was assessed as the average of 2 blood pressures

after the participant had been seated for at least 5 minutes. Dia-

betes was defined as a fasting baseline glucose $126 mg/dL (or

$200 mg/dL for those who failed to fast) or current use of

medications to treat diabetes. Current smoking was defined by

self-report. Atrial fibrillation was defined by ECG evidence of

atrial fibrillation or a self-report of a physician diagnosis of atrial

fibrillation. Left ventricular hypertrophy was defined on the basis

of ECG evidence using the Sokolow criteria.11 History of heart

disease was defined by ECG evidence of myocardial infarction or

self-reported myocardial infarction, coronary artery bypass, angi-

oplasty, or stent.

The association of stroke risk during follow-up with risk fac-

tors was assessed using proportional hazards analysis. Age was

assessed as a continuous factor, with an interaction term for

age-by-race interaction reflecting the association previously re-

ported among those stroke-free at baseline.5,6 Analysis was per-

formed “individually” for each risk factor in a model with

variables that also included age, race, and age-by-race interaction,

sex, previous stroke/TIA at baseline, and the interaction of a

previous stroke/TIA with the risk factor. Analogous multivariable

models estimated the joint effect of risk factors in models that

simultaneously included all risk factors. Multiple imputation for

suspected stroke events that could not be adjudicated because of

inability to retrieve records and for records currently in the adju-

dication process (approximately 10% of suspected stroke events

for each) was used to reduce potential bias; details of this

approach are described elsewhere.12

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient

consents. The study was approved by the institutional review

boards of all participating universities and all participants pro-

vided written informed consent.

RESULTS Of the 30,239 REGARDS participants,

29,682 (98%) had follow-up and were included in

this analysis. Of these, 2,993 (10%) reported

having a physician diagnosis of stroke/TIA at

baseline, while 26,689 (90%) reported no such

history. Characteristics are described in table 1. As

expected, those with a history of prevalent stroke/

TIA were older, more likely male and black, and

more likely to have stroke risk factors.

During an average follow-up of 6.8 years, there

were 301 recurrent stroke events among those with

stroke/TIA at baseline (10.1%), and 818 first stroke

events among those stroke/TIA free at baseline

(3.1%). The Kaplan-Meier estimated 10-year risk of

a stroke during follow-up for first or recurrent stroke

is shown in figure 1, with a univariate hazard ratio of

3.72 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 3.28–4.22) asso-

ciated with having a prior stroke/TIA.

Both in the individual and multivariable analysis,

the interplay of age and black race on stroke risk was

remarkably different for first stroke compared to

Table 1 Characteristics of participants with and

without a stroke at the baseline visit

Characteristic
Stroke/TIA-free
(n 5 26,689)

Stroke/TIA at
baseline
(n 5 2,993)

Age, mean 6 SD 64.5 6 9.4 68.5 6 9.3

Male, % 44.7 46.7

Black, % 40.5 47.2

Hypertensive, % 57.1 78.7

Diabetic, % 20.6 34.8

Current smoking, % 14.1 17.9

Atrial fibrillation, % 8.0 16.0

Left ventricular
hypertrophy, %

9.5 13.2

History of heart
disease, %

16.2 34.1
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recurrent stroke (table 2). In the individual analysis

for first stroke, there was a highly significant inter-

action between age and race (pinteraction 5 0.0002),

with black participants having a risk 2.70 (95% CI:

1.86–3.91) times higher than white participants at

age 45. However, risk of first stroke increased 2.15

times (95% CI: 1.95–2.36) per 10 years for white

participants, but only 1.63 times (95% CI: 1.47–

1.82) per 10 years in age in black participants, com-

pletely attenuating the black-to-white stroke risk

ratio by age 85 to 0.91 (95% CI: 0.70–1.18). By

contrast, there was no evidence of race-by-age inter-

action for recurrent stroke (pinteraction 5 0.98), with

recurrent stroke risk being approximately 11% high-

er in black participants than in white participants

(p . 0.05) across the age spectrum. Results were

similar in the multivariable analysis, with the

black–white differences showing a nonsignificantly

lower risk of recurrent stroke in black participants.

Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of these

hazard ratios for first and recurrent stroke (relative to

a 45-year-old white participant who was stroke-free

at baseline).

The hazard for stroke in black compared to white

individuals can be calculated both for first and recur-

rent stroke from data in figure 2 as shown in figure

e-1 on theNeurology®Web site at Neurology.org. For

those who were stroke/TIA-free at baseline, there is a

clear decreasing magnitude of the black–white dispar-

ity in first stroke risk with increasing age, where at age

45, black participants are at nearly 3 times the risk of

white participants, while at age 85, black participants

are at marginally lower risk than white participants.

This change reflects the pattern in figure 2, where

young black participants have notably higher risk at

age 45, but risk increases more rapidly in white par-

ticipants with differences diminishing at older ages. In

contrast, the black–white differences in the risk of

recurrent stroke are consistent over age, with risk

nonsignificantly elevated (hazard ratio [HR] z 1.1)

in the individual analysis and nonsignificantly lower

(HRz 0.85) in the multivariable models.

Also using the data presented in figure 2, the

hazard associated with recurrent stroke (relative to

first stroke) can be calculated (see figure e-2). In

figure 2, for white participants, the difference

between first and recurrent stroke risk is large at

young ages but decreases at older ages. This differ-

ence is reflected in figure e-2, where for white par-

ticipants there is a 14.2-times increased risk if they

had a previous stroke/TIA, but this risk was attenu-

ated to 1.81-times increased risk by age 85. In con-

trast, for black participants, the higher risk of first

stroke among young black participants implies that

the difference between risk of first and recurrent

stroke is smaller. This smaller difference is reflected

in figure e-2, where there is “only” a 5.8-times

increased risk at age 45, but a similar attenuation

of risk to 1.48 times by age 85.

Table 2 also provides the associations of male sex

and risk factors with the risk of first and recurrent

stroke, both individually and multivariably. In the

individual analysis, the magnitude of association of

all factors was larger for first vs recurrent stroke, was

significantly larger for heart disease (HR 5 2.11 for

first stroke, HR 5 1.37 for recurrent stroke; p 5

0.0031), and was marginally significantly smaller for

atrial fibrillation (HR 5 1.95 for first stroke, HR 5

1.39 for recurrent stroke; p 5 0.060). Univariately,

all of these traditional risk factors were significantly

related to incident stroke, and with the exceptions of

current smoking and male sex, the other risk factors

were significantly (p , 0.05) associated with recur-

rent stroke. Multivariable analysis generally attenu-

ated the magnitude of the association of risk factors

for both first and recurrent stroke, and the individual

difference in the magnitude of the association of heart

Figure 1 Estimated stroke rates for those without (black) and with (red)

prevalent stroke/TIA at baseline

Kaplan-Meier estimates of stroke rates for those without (black) and with (red) prevalent

stroke/TIA at baseline. The number at risk at the beginning of each year of follow-up is at

the top of the figure.
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disease for first vs recurrent stroke was no longer sig-

nificant (p 5 0.092), while the association with cur-

rent smoking and recurrent stroke became significant

(p , 0.05).

DISCUSSION The interplay of black race and age ap-

pears remarkably different for risk of first vs recurrent

stroke. Among those stroke/TIA-free at baseline, we

had previously reported a strong age-by-race

interaction, with approximately a 3-times-higher

risk of a first stroke at age 45, but a diminishing

racial disparity at older ages so that at age 85 the

stroke risk was similar for black and white

participants.5,6 This pattern was confirmed with

longer follow-up. In contrast, while a previous

stroke/TIA proved to be a powerful risk factor for a

subsequent stroke, the black–white difference in the

risk of recurrent stroke was consistent and small

across the age spectrum.

These differences in the magnitude of the associa-

tion of race and age on the risk of a first vs recurrent

stroke imply that the risk associated with having had a

prior stroke (1) substantially differs for white and

black individuals and (2) will differ with age (for both

races). At young ages (45 years), among those stroke/

TIA-free at baseline, black individuals were at a sub-

stantially higher risk than those who were white; how-

ever, for those with a stroke/TIA at baseline there was

little racial difference in risk of a subsequent stroke.

This different role of race for first vs recurrent stroke

at age 45 implies the stroke risk associated with hav-

ing a previous stroke is much larger for white (HR 5

14.2) than black individuals (HR 5 5.7). However,

at younger ages, the apparent larger effect of a previ-

ous stroke on the risk of recurrent stroke in white

than in black individuals is not because white indi-

viduals with a previous stroke have a much greater

stroke risk than black individuals with a previous

stroke, but rather that the risk of first stroke is sub-

stantially lower than the risk of first stroke among

black individuals. In addition, the risk of a first stroke

increases more rapidly with age than the risk of a

Table 2 Hazard ratio (with 95% CI) on the individual and multivariable association of “Framingham” risk factors with first (incident) and

recurrent stroke, with a test of whether the magnitude of the association of the risk factor differs for incident vs recurrent

(interaction test)

Individual effect Multivariable effect

Hazard ratio (95% CI)
p Value for
difference in
association

Hazard ratio (95% CI)
p Value for
difference in
associationIncident stroke Recurrent stroke Incident stroke Recurrent stroke

Age–race effects

p Value for age–race interaction 0.0002 0.99 0.0007 0.77

Age (per 10-y difference)

For black participants 1.63 (1.47–1.82) 1.22 (1.03–1.44) 0.0057 1.61 (1.43–1.81) 1.27 (1.04–1.56) 0.048

For white participants 2.15 (1.95–2.36) 1.22 (1.03–1.45) ,0.0001 2.09 (1.89–2.32) 1.22 (1.02–1.46) ,0.0001

Black race

at 45 y 2.70 (1.86–3.91) 1.10 (0.59–2.07) 0.016 2.32 (1.56–3.44) 0.80 (0.40–1.60) 0.0085

at 55 y 2.06 (1.61–2.63) 1.10 (0.73–1.67) 0.011 1.78 (1.37–2.31) 0.84 (0.53–1.31) 0.0040

at 65 y 1.57 (1.35–1.82) 1.11 (0.87–1.42) 0.018 1.37 (1.16–1.61) 0.87 (0.66–1.14) 0.0049

at 75 y 1.20 (1.02–1.40) 1.11 (0.85–1.45) 0.64 1.05 (0.88–1.25) 0.90 (0.67–1.23) 0.40

at 85 y 0.91 (0.70–1.18) 1.11 (0.71–1.73) 0.45 0.81 (0.61–1.07) 0.94 (0.57–1.56) 0.61

Male sex 1.33 (1.17–1.51) 1.22 (0.97–1.53) 0.52 1.26 (1.09–1.45) 1.18 (0.92–1.50) 0.64

Hypertension 1.92 (1.67–2.22) 1.73 (1.26–2.36) 0.54 1.44 (1.23–1.68) 1.53 (1.09–2.14) 0.74

Diabetes 1.75 (1.49–2.05) 1.57 (1.25–1.97) 0.44 1.42 (1.20–1.68) 1.66 (1.30–2.13) 0.29

Current smoking 1.42 (1.19–1.69) 1.23 (0.93–1.61) 0.37 1.94 (1.60–2.34) 1.51 (1.11–2.04) 0.17

Atrial fibrillation 1.95 (1.61–2.37) 1.39 (1.04–1.86) 0.060 1.51 (1.23–1.85) 1.43 (1.05–1.96) 0.79

Left ventricular hypertrophy 1.62 (1.34–1.97) 1.43 (1.07–1.92) 0.48 1.35 (1.10–1.65) 1.31 (0.95–1.80) 0.87

Heart disease 2.11 (1.80–2.46) 1.37 (1.09–1.73) 0.0031 1.42 (1.20–1.67) 1.09 (0.85–1.40) 0.092

Abbreviation: CI 5 confidence interval.

Note that the significant age-by-race interaction implies that the magnitude of the association of age must be reported separately by race, and that the

black–white racial difference must be reported at specific ages. The individual effects for risk factors are estimated in a model with variables reflecting the

risk factor, the presence of a previous stroke/TIA, and the interaction of these terms. The multivariable estimates were made in models with all demo-

graphic and risk factors, the presence of a previous stroke/TIA, and the interactions between these factors.
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recurrent stroke (i.e., for both black and white indi-

viduals) implying that at older age the stroke risk

associated with having had a previous stroke is smaller

than at younger ages. Hence at older ages, the stroke

risk associated with having had a previous stroke is

relatively small and similar for black (HR 5 1.81)

and white (HR 5 1.48) individuals.

The “Framingham” traditional stroke risk factors

were confirmed in this analysis as risk factors for a first

stroke. In the analysis of the individual risk factors,

with the exception of heart disease (and perhaps atrial

fibrillation), the contributions of these factors were

generally similar for first vs recurrent stroke. The

apparent larger magnitude of association for heart

disease (and perhaps atrial fibrillation) for first com-

pared with recurrent stroke may reflect that they are

risk factors for which treatment is more effective, and

the stroke event itself may serve to ensure the identi-

fication and treatment of these risk factors. The sig-

nificance of these risk factors generally persisted in

multivariable analysis, with similar effects for first vs

recurrent stroke. This suggests that equal vigilance for

risk-factor prevention and control is appropriate for

primary and secondary stroke prevention.

There have been many studies of blood pressure

lowering in stroke patients that have been summa-

rized in several meta-analyses13–16; however, there

are few studies in stroke/TIA populations examining

the association between systolic blood pressure levels

and recurrent stroke risk. In addition, recent efforts to

show reduced risk with aggressive blood pressure

treatment (target of 130 mm Hg or less compared

to a target of 130–149 mm Hg) for stroke prevention

following a lacunar infarction were at most only sug-

gestive of a benefit of stroke reduction.17 A large

cohort like REGARDS is needed to have a sufficient

number of individuals with a prevalent stroke that can

be followed to provide a sufficient number of recur-

rent strokes for analysis. However, the substantial

sample size of REGARDS (29,682 in this report)

provided 2,993 individuals with a prevalent stroke/

TIA at baseline, of whom 301 had subsequent strokes

during follow-up. This number of recurrent stroke

events is sufficient to detect an HR for a dichotomous

variable with 50% prevalence of 1.38 with 80%

power (or 1.45 with 90% power).

This work has several limitations. Most notably,

while we reviewed medical records on suspected

stroke events occurring during follow-up, we had to

rely on self-reported stroke events occurring before

participants were enrolled in study. However, these

self-reported strokes at baseline have previously been

found to be a reliable predictor of recurrent events,18 a

relationship confirmed herein. Perhaps more impor-

tant, the specificity of self-reported stroke has been

generally reported to be above 95% (and the sensitiv-

ity is generally above 80%),19–23 suggesting that few

individuals falsely self-reported stroke. With the rela-

tively low prevalence of stroke in the general popula-

tion, there will also be few individuals among those

self-reporting the absence of stroke that truly have

had an event. There are also substantial strengths to

the work. Most important, REGARDS undertook a

risk-factor assessment of a sufficient number of par-

ticipants with and without stroke/TIA at baseline to

reliably describe the differences in risk factors in these

2 populations. In addition, the stroke events during

follow-up were adjudicated by physician review of

medical records, ensuring a high likelihood that true

strokes were detected.

This work documents a remarkably different asso-

ciation for first vs recurrent stroke for black race and

age. The substantial excess risk of incident stroke for

“young” (age 45–65) black individuals was not pre-

sent for recurrent stroke; rather, the black–white dif-

ferences in recurrent stroke risk were minimal.

Almost all of the “traditional” stroke risk factors for

incident stroke proved to also be a risk factor for

recurrent stroke, suggesting that equal vigilance

for risk-factor prevention and control is appropriate

for primary and secondary stroke prevention.
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